Advanced Edition
For a one-of-a-kind customer experience

The Advanced Edition of Monday Webforms doesn’t just give you even more help to create
forms and manage your form data. You’ll also gain valuable insights into user behaviour that
let you respond to specific issues they’re experiencing.

Why you’ll love Monday Webforms
With Webforms, creating forms has never been simpler. The look and feel of the form manager is
perfectly matched to the FirstSpirit ContentCreator, so it instantly seems natural and familiar. Use
the intuitive interface to create multi-page and branching forms – and still with no knowledge of coding.

Defence in depth
Protect yourself and your customers alike with the
double-opt-in feature: their data is stored in Webforms
Analytics only if they consent to it first. Nor is your data
ever shared with a third-party system but always only
ever stored on your own server. Webforms Analytics
also offers you the functionality you need to ensure
compliance with the EU GDPR – such as the automated
deletion and anonymisation of customer data.

Taking it to the max
The Advanced Edition offers all of the features that you
need to create truly world-class forms. The Webforms
Analytics extension provides assistance for managing
your form data and visualising it as reports. The
statistics tools also give you insights into how your
customers tick.

A unique customer experience
Webforms Analytics offers you plenty of filtering options
to organise and report on all of your form data. Even
statistical data can be included in easy-to-read reports
and presentation graphics. This lets you identify potential
for optimisation and fine-tune your forms to perfectly
match the needs of your customers.

Developed with passion by

Interested?
Don’t hesitate to get in touch:

www.monday-consulting.com

we look forward to hearing from you.
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